
Product configurator

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function
for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

The Product configurator in Monitor G5 is an option which provides support to handle and combine
different variants and different models of products without having to register them as unique part
numbers.

By using a basic design you can compose different configurations (variants and executions) of a
product, based on the options and variables which have been defined. By using rules you determine
that invalid options cannot be used and that some choices are made automatically. The product
configurator supports the entire process from quote to manufacturing and purchases.

When making a configuration you (in the normal case) start from a basic BOM and routing where only
the materials and operations which should always be included in the product, are entered and are not
possible to select. For example, the operation called assembly should always be included. During the
configuration you create the product from different parts in option lists which can be determined by
rules. You also use variables and formulas, if any, if you are configuring a product made to measure.

The configurations you create will be completely integrated in the regular procedures in Monitor G5
and are managed in calculations, simulations, and in order procedures (except for stock orders). In
addition to this there are functions for you to administer and show statistics for configurations.

Areas of use
The configurator can be used for different needs depending on the field of operation and work
method:

Sales – Makes it easy to define different product variants when making quotes and orders, and
you can see straight away which configurations are possible to create and what they will cost.
The Product configurator can with advantage be combined with a web solution to present a
user-friendly interface to e.g. salesmen or customers. This way you provide an improved
accessibility.
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Production – Manufacture the right product variant with correct operation and material
contents. This provides easy management of variants from each separate order, directly
generated from the customer order. Pre-calculations, structure lists, check delivery times, and
corresponding structure management are made for any configuration. Many different product
variants based on a minimal range of parts.

Purchase – Configurate purchased parts on a customer order and automatically create purchase
order with information about the variant you wish to purchase. For purchased parts (included in
a configurated manufacturing order) you can easily create linked purchases with configured
information to the supplier.

Aftermarket – Enables detailed follow-ups and traceability of each product variant. With an
integrated serial number register, the information about each sold (specific) product is managed
via a unique serial number. This facilitates management and provision of spare parts, warranty
commitment, and maintenance of each specific product variant.

Preparatory work
Before you start constructing a configurator, it is important to compile facts about the products you
wish to configure. A few items that are good to go over are:

Which options and variable values are mandatory to enter for a user who registers the order?

Which information should we show the customers?

Which information in needed in-house for the manufacturing? (This should be defined per
operation)

What information do we need to provide to our suppliers?

What does the pricing look like?

Does it seem reasonable to build in all parameters in a large configurator or should you use a
dew different basic variants of the parts and create more, but less complex configurations.

The Configurator in Monitor G5
There is a number of procedures where you register and perform maintenance of the basic data for the
product configurator. These procedures are found under the heading Configurator in the
Manufacturing module.
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In addition to these procedures you also have additional basic data in the procedures BOM and routing
in the Manufacturing module, the Part register in theStock module, and the Customer register in the
Sales module.

There is also a number of system settings for the configurator. You find these settings under the
heading Configurator, under the Manufacturing tab in the System settings procedure.

Read more about each system setting in the topic Configurator in the online help function for the
System settings.

Terminology and basics
The BOM and routing for a configured manufactured part should describe a stripped basic model. That
is, it should only include the elements that will always be included in the product and the elements
which are not optional in any way. To this so-called Basic BOM and routing you then add operations
and material via the configurator.

A part which should be possible to configure you link to a Configuration group. The configuration group
contains most of the logic. This is found in the Option lists and Variables which are required in order to
define the wanted variants/versions/designs. The configuration group also contains the Rules required
to exclude invalid options and automaticaly add options which are the result of other choices made.

To facilitate during order registration you can divide a configuration group in Sections. Each section is
shown as a page when registering orders. In a section you then place option lists and variables in any
optional order.

An option list is, simply put, a list of parts which should be possible to choose from when registering
orders.

Variables can be of different types and are used to handle values which are needed as information, to
execute time and quantity calculations, or to create rules.

The value on variables can either be entered when creating the order, or it can be calculated via
formulas, or it can be determined via the choices made.

Formulas are used in several different ways and the thing they have in common is the use of variables
to perform calculations.

A Configured instruction (CI) is an instruction containing variables and formulas in combination with
static text. It is possible to configure instructions both for material and operations in BOM and routing.
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A Main part is the part in which the parts selected in the configurator should be included in when the
manufacturing order is created. By entering a main part you can direct material to different levels in a
structure order containing multiple levels.

Option lists
In this procedure you create and update your Option lists.

On the header row in the procedure you enter a name and a code for the option list. The name is
shown during registration of orders and can also be shown on documents. The code is shown in rules.
You can enter a Category a Comment, and you can link Files which can function as an instruction during
order registration.

Below the header row you enter the options which should be available. That is, which parts the option
list should contain.

The options works as material rows in an manufacturing order. Most fields are the same as on
the material rows in BOM and routing.

There are two methods to enter options (which can also be combined). This is to:

Add the parts in the list. Tip! If there are many parts you can paste them from a Part Clipboard
using the button .

Enter a Selection of parts under the button on the top row in the list. This selection is defined

in the same way as a selection for a list. You can for example enter that all parts with the part
code "Steel" and status "Normal" should be included. This method is particularly appropriate to
use if there are many options or if new options are often added.

The tops row also functions as default for field values to the other rows, but it is possible to make
exeptions per field and per row.

It is possible to change the order of the options by using the drag and drop function or by using the
buttons Move up and Move down on the function menu. You can also change the order by
selecting a sorting under the Sort button.

Use the button Add sub-row (Ctrl + Shift + F5) to add sub-rows for parts. These are part which

should always be included by default for the option on the row above.

For each option it is also possible to enter a comment on the row which will be shown when registering
the order.
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Area Notes

Header row

Option list

Name

Category

Comment and Files

Position (for rows)

Clipboard

For op.

Default quantity

Multiply
(applies to sub-rows)

Quantity formula

Minimum qty

Maximum qty

Instruction

Configured instruction

Exception from showing on documents

Comment

Variant code

Only calculation

Setup quantity

Extra %

Files

Main part

Variables
In this procedure you create and update variables.
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The variables can be of the following types:

The variable's code is used when you write formulas and rules. The variable code is written within
square brackets "[ ]" in formulas. The variable's name is shown on documents and when configuring
orders. Please note! The variable code is case sensitive. This means the variable codes "Width" and
"width" are two separate variables.

Most values you register here for the variables, you can override when they are used in a configuration
group.

Area Notes

Code

Name and translation

Type

Number of decimals

Unit

Multiple

Default value

Formula

Show on document

Comment

Files

Active

Formulas
Formulas are used in several places in the configurator and the thing they have in common is the use of
variables to perform calculations. The formulas are basically used in two ways:

To calculate values

To analyze if a term is true or false.

The different formulas you can create are determined by the different types of variables that exist.
These can be Text, Number, Boolean, and Date. The different types of formulas that exist are:
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Time formulas – Used for operations to calculate unit times and setup times.

Quantity formulas – Used to calculate quantity and setup quantity for materials.

Price formulas – Used to calculate prices for included/incorporated parts and can also be used
for flexible pricing of main parts (the parts you configure).

Variable formulas – Used on variables to calculate values on variables.

Instruction formulas – Used to calculate values which should be displayed in an instruction.

Rule formulas – Used in rules when you want to create terms which apply variables. These
formulas always result in "true" or "false".

You create the formulas in a formula editor on the records when formulas can be created. You access

the formula editor by clicking the button Formula . When there already exists a saved formula, you

will see a different symbol on the button .

The formulas are constructed as logical and mathematical expressions of available variables, operators,
terms, and functions.

For all different types of formulas (except for variable formulas and rule formulas) you add one or
multiple configuration groups in the formula editor (to see the available variables) and you select/add a
formula number for each configuration group. You can add more formula numbers and create different
formulas for these in the formula editor. You can also choose to use the same formula number for
multiple configuration groups.

Different validations are made in the formula editor. Validations are for example made to make sure
the result of the formula is of the right type, e.g. a number or a text. Validations are made to see that
the entered variables exist, for example if a formula is copied from one material row to another
material row and that a configuration group is selected in the formula editor. If validation errors occur,
what is wrong will be displayed in red text. Then you cannot save the formula using the OK button in
the formula editor until you have corrected the problem.

Formula functions
For a time formula or quantity formula for operation or material in BOM and routing, you can choose
one of three different formula functions to be taken into consideration when registering an order.
These are to multiply, add, or replace the regular value of unit time/setup time and the quantity/setup
quantity with the result of the formula. You select this in the top left part of the formula editor.

For a price formula on a part in the part register, the formula function is always to multiply the regular
value on the part's price by the result of the formula. That function cannot be changed in the formula
editor.
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For a variable formula on a variable, the formula function is always to give the variable the value of the
formula's result.

For a rule formula in a rule definition, the formula function is always to give the variable the value
"true" or "false" from the formula's result.

For a instruction formula in a configured instruction, the formula function is always to give the variable
the value of the formula's result.

IntelliSense in the formula editor
A variable is written in square brackets [ ]. For example, you have a variable code "Height" for height
and a variable code "Width" for width. You then wish to create a rule in a configuration which excludes
or includes options if the "height x width is greater than 100000". Then you write a formula in the rule
definition as follows "[Height]*[Width]>100000".

Variables are also case sensitive. This means the variable code "Width" is not the same as the variable
code "width".

In the formula editor there is something called "IntelliSense". This helps you write formulas quickly and
it also prevents you from writing incorrect variable codes. It gives you suggestions of variables and
functions as you are typing in the formula editor. To get suggestions of variables you can use you can
enter the left square bracket "[". Then a list of the variables available in the selected configuration
group will be shown.

If you instead enter a letter you will get suggestions of all functions starting with that specific letter. For
example, if you enter an "s" you will get a list showing you the functions starting with "S".

You select variable or function using the arrow keys and press Enter to insert it in the formula. You can
also double click the row to insert it. To the right in the list you will see a description of the marked
variable or function.
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Using the key combination Ctrl + space you access all available variables and all function. Using
the key combination Alt Gr + 8 you will only access all variables.

Values in variables of the type Text are written using apostrophes, for example Blue is written 'Blue'.
Values in variables of the type Date are written surrounded by number signs, also called hash. For
example, the date 2018-11-14 is written as #2018-11-14#.

In addition to variables and functions, you can also use the below operators and terms in formulas. For
operators and terms you will not get suggestions. These have to be entered manually in the formula.

Operators Terms

+
-
*
/
%
( )

<
>
=
<>
if(condition, true, false)
and
or
not

Adding variables and formulas using drag and drop
In configured instructions (the CI button) on operations and material in BOM and routing as well as for
options in option lists, you can also enter variables and formulas using drag and drop. There you mark
the variable you want in the variable table or the formula you want in the formula table, and then you
drag it using the mouse pointer to the place in the instruction where you want it.

Variables and formulas can also be entered manually within square brackets in configured instructions.
A variable is written as [v:variable code]. A formula is written as [f:formula name]. Please note! You
should start with "v:" or "f:" within the square brackets. A validation is made to see that a variable or
formula is available when you manually enter them.

Configuration groups
In this procedure you create and update your configuration groups. A configuration group describes the
combination of a product.

On the header row you can enter a comment and link files to the configuration group. The comment is
shown in the guide during order registration and can then be of help. On the main row you also see
which parts are linked to an existing configuration group-

The Structure/Guide tab
Under the Structure/Guide tab you create and edit the guide you will use when registering an order for
the product.
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Here you place section, option lists, and variables in a structure so they appear in a logical order. A
section has a name with translations and settings for how it should be shown in the guide and on
documents. A section forms one page in the guide used when registering an order. On order
documents the section functions as a grouping with a heading and a footer.

It is possible both to add existing option lists and variables, and to create new ones directly in the
section in question. Using the buttons on the function menu or by using the "drag and drop" function,
you can move and organize option lists and variables among themselves and also between different
sections. You can also move an option list into another option list, making it an underlying level to an
option list in the structure.

To edit more properties and the different options in new option, you can use the link to the procedure
Option lists which you find on the function menu. There is also a link to the procedure Variables where
you can edit properties for those.

Area Notes

Section

Description and translations

Visible

Show on document

Show footer

The Option lists tab
Under the Option lists tab you get an overview of the option lists used in the configuration group. Here
you can add and delete option lists. It is also possible to create new option lists by entering a new
option list code. In that case you need to add the new option list in the structure under the
Structure/Guide tab before you can save in the procedure.

You decide how an option list should function with the Minimum number of options (Min. options) and
Maximum number of options (Max. Options) settings, as well as if it should be an Automatic option or
not. If the Max. options value is greater than Min options, you can also enter a Minimum quantity and a
Maximum quantity.
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In the lower section of the tab you see which options an option list contains, but it is not possible to
change that content here.

If you add or create new option lists under this tab, you must then "Add option list" under sections
under the Structure/Guide tab before you can save in the procedure.

Area Notes

Minimum number of options

Maximum number of options

Automatic option

Minimum quantity

Maximum quantity

The Variables tab
Under the Variables tab you see all variables included in the configuration group. It is possible to add
and delete variables. Certain variable settings can also be updated here.

If you add variables under this tab you must then use them under sections under the Structure/Guide
tab before you can save in the procedure.

There are three ways for variables to be given values:
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The user enters values when registering the order.

Values are calculated using a formula.

Values are added via choices made in the determining option lists (see below).

If a variable should be determined by one or multiple option lists, meaning it should get its value via
selected parts in determining option lists, then you can here enter default values in the field Value
directly for the option (the parts) in the determining option lists. This is done in the bottom section of
the tab.

As an alternative you can configure that values should be loaded from certain fields on the parts in the
Part register, via the setting Link to field on the variable. When the variable is determined by option list
you also get to select an Aggregation method. This means how values from multiple options or part
fields should be used as the variable's value.

A useful tip might be to use Extra fields for parts in the part register if values should be loaded
from the parts in the part register.

Area Notes

Min. value

Max. value

Multiple

Default value

Formula

Determined by option list

Aggregation method

Link to field

Extra fields

Show on document

Mandatory

The Rules tab
Under the Rules tab you create and update the rules which should apply in the configuration group.
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Each rule is given a rule number and you can enter a description to help understand the rule later on.
When needed, it is possible to renumber the rule numbers. You can sort and filter by all columns in this
tab. This makes it possible for you to analyze all rules affecting a certain option or to find all rules
where an option or a variable is having an impact.

In the columns Logical formulation, Excluded by rule, and Selected automatically by rule, the option list
code, part number, and variable code, are shown to describe the rules. You can decide if the two final
columns should be shown. This is done with the setting Show columns for "Excluded by" and
"Automatically selected by" at the top of the tab.

With the Rule definition button you open a window where you can edit the rules (see below).

Rule definition

A rule can exclude one or multiple options in an option list but also an entire option list or a variable. A
rule can also configure that one or multiple options should be made automatically. Rules can contains
complex terms which you create of options and variable values and logical and mathematical functions.
For example, you can create rules which automatically will add or exclude certain equipment based on
different "packages" for the product.

Tips for rules:

Use an option list with the setting Automatic option – Yes, first. Add the options (the
parts) in a logical order in the option list and create rules which excludes invalid options.
Then the first valid option will automatically become selected but the user can manually
choose other options during the configuration. This is often used when some kind of
dimensioning is concerned where the first option which is "sufficient" or "good enough"
will automatically be selected, but you can manually select a different option (for
example a more powerful drive motor).
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Use the function Negation in the rule definition. If you need to add many rows in a
definition it might be useful to consider "reversing the logic" using Negation to create a
more simple rule.

Divide large option lists in several smaller lists and create rules which excludes the entire
option list instead of having to exclude each option separately.

In the window called Rule definition you can use the drag and drop function. This means
you use your mouse pointer to drag components from the structure map to the boxes
for definition, excluded by rule, and selected by rule.

If you need to create many rules that are similar, you can start by creating one rule as
template. Then you copy that rule to new rules by using the button on the function
menu under the Rules tab.

Area Notes

Structure map

Definition

Excluded by rule

Selected by rule

Logical formulation

Parts

If you are using the Customer order transfer option, you configure all of the following settings
(except for the last one) in the Part register procedure in the production company. You
configure the last setting for the supplier link in the Part register in the sales company.

You link a configuration group to manufactured parts in the Configuration box in the Part register
procedure. This can also be done on the header row in the BOM and routing procedure. You can also
choose Open automatically for the configuration window and if the part should use a Default
configuration/template with options and variables already filled out.

Part register:

BOM and routing:

For parts which are options in option lists, you can by clicking the button Other enter an Alternative
name if you don not want to show the regular name of the part. Here you can also enter an Extended
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description to show more information or an image of the option. By clicking the Price formula button
you access a window for price formulas to calculate the price of the option.

In the Location settings box under the Stock tab in the Part register, you configure if the part should
have Random stock location. In the box Traceability you configure if traceability should be by Batch or
by Serial number.

In most cases you also go to the box Basic information under the Planning tab and activate the control
method Order oriented and the lot sizing rule Linked requirement.

This applies if you use the Customer order transfer option. In the Supplier links box under the Purchase
tab, in the Part register in the sales company, you add a supplier link to the production company for the
part. Configure the supplier link to be Default and activate the Remote configured setting. (You find this
setting under the More info button on the row in the standard layout.)

Area Notes

Configuration group
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Area Notes

Open automatically

Template

Price formula

Alternative name

Extended description

Random stock location

Traceability

Control method, Lot sizing rule

Supplier link

BOM and routing
As mentioned earlier, you can in BOM and routing link the part to a configuration group, choose if the
configuration window should open automatically, and select template.

In BOM and routing you can also use the following functions on all parts in your configuration group.
That is, both on the main part and also for all included/incorporated order oriented manufactured
parts and also for fictitious parts, regardless if they become included on the order via the basic BOM
and routing or via options.

For operations you can use formulas to calculate unit time and setup time, and you can create
configured instructions.

For material rows you can calculate quantity and setup quantity and here as well you can create
configured instructions.

The configurator can create unique variant codes which makes it possible for you to use terms
based on variant code both for operations and material.
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Configured instructions
Operations and material (and options in option lists) can have configured instructions. In a configured
instruction you can combine static texts and images with values on variables and values from
calculations in formulas you created in the configured instruction.

The CI button on operation and material rows opens the window Configured instruction.

In the Instructions section to the left in the window you add variants of the instruction and link each
variant to one or more configuration groups. Each variant will be given a consecutive number. The first
variant starts on 1001.

In the section called Variables in the bottom right corner you see the variables available in the
configuration groups.

In the section called Formulas in the to right corner you can add formulas, and with the help of
available variables you can calculate values and give them formula names.

In the middle section called Instruction, you write the actual instruction. Both variables and formulas
can be added anywhere in the instruction using the drag and drop function. An alternative is to
manually enter variables and formulas in the instruction as [v:variable code] and [f:formula name].
Validations are made to make sure the entered variables and formulas are available.

In the image above they are highlighted in green in the instruction, but this is only to them clearly. Of
course you can format both text, variables, and formulas, in instructions as you want.

You can at any time test the outcome of the entire instruction by using the button Preview instruction
next to the instruction.

When you are done you should save the configured instruction with the OK button.

Tip!

The procedure Simulate manufacturing order is a good tool to test a configuration
group. In that procedure you can easily see if material and operations have been created
in the way you wanted them.
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If you want to test the design of documents and see that configured instructions are
correct, it is in most cases best to create test orders in the procedure Register customer
order and create a manufacturing order from the customer order.

You can activate From manufacturing order in the system setting Transfer info from
causing requirement to purchase order. This means that instructions (which you might
have determined with the configurator) are transferred from material rows on
manufacturing order to the purchase which should supply the row. (Support to transfer
info from causing requirement to purchase order From customer order will be added
later on.)

Area Notes

Configuration group

Open automatically

Template

Operations:
Time formulas

Operations:
Configured instructions

Operations:
Variant code

Material:
Quantity formulas

Material:
Configured instructions

Material:
Variant code

System setting:
Transfer info from causing requirement to purchase order

Pre-calculation
When pre-calculating a configured part there are two methods to choose from: With configuration or
without configuration.

With configuration
If you have certain standard options which are included in the part's basic price, the pre-calculation is
most of the times done with configuration and a default template. Then you select Complete in the
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Configuration field in the settings for the pre-calculation.

When you have loaded the list with the part, you get to configure the part under the Configured button
. When the part has a configuration, the button has a different symbol .

You then start the pre-calculation as usual by clicking the button Start calculation on the toolbar of

the procedure.

Without configuration
If you instead have entered a price for each option, including the standard options, a pre-calculation is
in most cases made without configuration. Then you select No in the Configuration field in the settings
for the pre-calculation.

You directly start the calculation after you have loaded the list, provided that you do not want to
change any other information in the list prior to the calculation.

Configuration window
In a configuration you make different choices to create a product in a certain design/variant. You
perform the configuration in a configuration window, in connection with registering a quote row,
customer order row, and manufacturing order. You can also configure when you pre-calculate or
simulate a manufacturing order.

You open the configuration window in the affected procedure via a button with the following symbol
if a configuration is missing or is incomplete, and with the following symbol if there is a valid

configuration. On a new quote row and customer order row, a configuration window is normally
opened automatically when you leave the part number field. This happens when the part is possible to
configure, that is, if it is linked to a configuration group. If it should be opened automatically is
determined by the configuration setting Open automatically in the part register.

In the top tight corner you enter the quantity of the part which should be configured, provided that it is
a quote row or customer order row which is concerned. It is the same quantity as in the Quantity field
on the quote row or customer order row. This field is not available for manufacturing orders. There you
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always see the quantity on the order. In the top right corner you can also enter an internal comment
and link files to the configuration.

If there is a warning belonging to a configuration this will also be displayed here at the top to the right
under the heading Warnings and under the button in the window. A reason for a warning might for

example be that the configuration groups has been modified after the saving of the configuration.

Guide
You configure the product under the Guide tab.

In the left section called Navigation tree you see the entire structure in the configuration group:
sections, option lists, and variables. Here you can navigate using Tab, Shift + Tab, or by clicking.

In the middle section you see the content of each section. It is here you make you choices when
configuring the product.

Press F4 or click in the Part number field to see the available options (the parts) in an option list. They
will then be shown in a dropdown menu. Option/Value on the rows in the middle section and the
option's Name in the dropdown menu in the field, is the part's Alternative name from the Part register.
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The part's name is shown to the far right for the options in the dropdown menu. You can also see it by
clicking the More info button to the far right on the rows in the middle section.

With the Lock button you can lock/unlock your option for each row. It might be good to lock an

option if you wish to prevent a rule to change the option on the row. When using a different option
than the first option, in an option list with automatic option set to Yes, first, the option will
automatically become locked. If you unlock the option, the first part to select in the list will be selected.

Validations are made all the time to make sure that the options you select and the variable values are
valid. Errors, if any, are displayed with an error symbol in front of the field and in the validation

window in the bottom section of the window. A tooltip over the error symbol and a text in the
validation window will let you know what the problem is.

By using the Next and Previous buttons at the bottom of the section, you can also navigate

between the sections.

In the right section, called Description, you can see descriptions (comments). The section is divided in
three parts. At the top you see the comment for the congifuration group. In the middle you see the
comment for the option list or variable which is marked in the guide. At the bottom you see the
comment for the selected option. Here you also see images, if such have been inserted in the
comments.

Result
Under the Result tab you find a table showing the result of the configuration, with all selected
components and you also see to which option list they belong.

Here you can change price each, mark-ups, and discount for each selected part. If there are variables

and you choose to show them with the button Show variables , then you can also change the

variable values in the result.

The price handling is the same as on an order row, except you can here enter a different price list in the
customer register which can be used for configured parts and their options. If you use a special pricing
via order type, this will also apply in the configurator.
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If you manually change a price each or a discount, this will lock when you leave the field. This is to
prevent the system from changing a price you entered specifically in the configuration, for example
after a change in the configuration. You can also unlock the field by clicking the padlock button in
the field so that button shows that the field is unlocked .

If the price each is calculated via a formula, this will be shown in italics. If the quantity is calculated via
a formula, this will also be shown in italics. For both price each and quantity which are calculated using
a formula, the formula can be displayed in a tooltip if you hover over the field.

By clicking the button OC (option comment) you can enter comments for all selected components and
variables. These comments will by default be shown as sub-rows (text rows) for the selected
components on the different documents: customer order, manufacturing order, and purchase order.
But this is also possible for you to override, meaning you can uncheck the comment checkbox for a
specific document and then it will not be shown there. Please note! If the row (which you are entering
a comment for) has been set not to be shown on documents, then the comment will also not be
shown. Also note! The general document setting Show configuration for documents in the procedures
Document settings and Document templates – Manufacturing order, determine if configurations and
option comments, if any, should be possible to show.

With the Copy extended description to option comment system setting you decide if an extended
description (entered under Configuration for the Miscellaneous button in the Part register) should be
copied to option comment as row type 4 and be printed on documents.

By clicking the button More info you find the columns mark-up, contribution margin (CM),

contribution ratio (CR), net price, standard price, setup quantity, weight, for operation, price formula,
quantity formula, setup quantity formula, variant code, alternative name, and main part. If there are
sub-rows with parts which are included to components in the option list, the button Option lists – Sub-
rows becomes visible. There you can see the parts in question. These are not possible to deselect,

these are parts which are always included with the selected component.

You can, when needed, drag the wanted columns from under the More info button out to the
table. This way the columns will be shown in the table until you close the procedure. If you
want the new layout to apply permanently for you in the procedure in question, you can use
the button Layout on the toolbar in the procedure to save it, for example in the Register
customer order procedure.

If you wish to affect the price on a row you can do it either by changing the price each, discount, or
mark-up. If you change the mark-up the price each will automatically changed and both fields become
locked. The CM and CR will also be recalculated. The mark-up shown from the start is calculated as ( 
Price each - Price alternative CM ) / Price alternative CM x 100. That is, how many % will be added on
the selected price alternative for calculation of CM. If you change the mark-up the price each will be
updated according to ( 100 + Mark-up ) / 100) x Price alternative CM and the price each field becomes
locked.

The price which the CM is based on is decided by the system setting Price alternative for calculation of
CM in the configuration window.
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Setup quantity, quantity formulas, variant code, and main part, are loaded from the component in the
option list. Weight and price formula is loaded from the part register.

At the bottom you see a total of gross price, discount, net price, standard price, CM, CR, variant code
(as result of the selected components), and weight each of the configured part. The informations here
will be updated directly when you make a change, for example if you modify the discount.

Confirm the configuration
You can confirm a configuration either by using the button Confirm at the top of the configuration

window (which also closes the configuration window), or with the button Confirm, but do not close the
window . The latter button is useful if you are using check of delivery times (CDT) and wish to see

how a change in the configuration (for example a change of quantity) will affect the delivery date/finish
date. CDT is run when you confirm the configuration.

When you confirm a configuration on quote row, customer order row, or manufacturing order, a pre-
calculation is also saved for the configured part, based on the entered quantity. If for example the
quantity or other data in the configuration has been changed, a new pre-calculation will be saved for
the part. When you report a manufacturing order as finished (transfer to stock), the quantity reported
as finished x the configuration's calculated price will be saved. If the configured part is activated for
traceability (Batch or Serial number), the configuration will be saved on the batch numbers/serial
numbers which are arrival reported when you report as finished.

When a configuration is confirmed, the total net price is saved to the price each on the order row. The
weight on each component in the configuration is shown in total and becomes saved to the order row.
A pre-calculation is then also made and the result from that calculation will be saved to the standard
price on the order row.

Please note! The price each which the configuration has resulted in will not become updated if
you make any changes directly on the order row, for example quantity or date. If you in the
other hand open the configuration and make changes in it, then a new price each will be saved.
But if the price field is locked on the order row, it is impossible for the configuration to

update that price!

When there is a confirmed configuration on a quote row or order row, the configuration button is
shown with a different symbol which lets you know that the row has a valid configuration.

Synchronize existing configuration with configuration group
You can synchronize an existing configuration with the most recent version of the configuration group.
This is done in cases where changes have been made in the configuration group or that the
configuration was saved and you want those changes to affect your order. If changes have been made
which might require a synchronization, this will be shown as a warning in the top right section of the
configuration window. You then use the button Synchronize with configuration group at the top of

the configuration window. In a dialog box you get to confirm that you want to do the synchronization.

After a synchronization you should check that the configuration is correct.
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Synchronize existing configuration with BOM and routing
If you have created a manufacturing order and then change it in the configuration (either directly in the
manufacturing order or in the linked customer order), then you should do a synchronization with BOM
and routing when you save the order. The procedure Synchronize with BOM and routing will then open
automatically and there you use the button Run synchronization check (Ctrl + R) and save in the

procedure. This way you get the configuration synchronized with the BOM and routing. This means that
changes made, if any, in the BOM and routing will update your configuration. It is also via this
synchronization you get the changes you made in the order's configuration to affect the manufacturing
order.

Save as template/Load template
With the button Save as template at the top of the configuration window you can choose to save

the configuration in question as a template for the part's configuration group, on quote row, order row,
or in the pre-calculation.

By using the button Load template you can load a saved configuration, either from a template,

customer order, quote, or manufacturing order.

If the part's configuration group has been modified, it might result in the configuration in a template
becoming invalid. In that case you will see information about what is invalid. You can still choose to
load the template or you can cancel. In that case you should edit the configuration in the template. This
is done in the Configuration templates procedure. In that procedure you can also create new templates
for configuration groups, copy (clone) templates, or delete unnecessary templates.

Please note! It might be necessary to edit a template if the configuration groups it belongs to
has been changed!

In the Part register procedure you can in the field Default configuration/template select a template if
the part in question is linked to a configuration group. This means, when the configuration window is
opened the first time for the part on a new quote row or order row, the configuration in the selected
template will also be loaded.

Buttons on the function menu
Insert new row (Shift + F5) is active if you are on a row for a free selection/option in the option list.

Under the Guide tab you can use this button to insert additional selection rows.

Show variables displays the variable values included in the configuration under the Result tab. You

can also change these values directly in the result.

Order flow using the configurator

Quote and customer order
When you register a quote or a customer order for a part which is linked to a configuration group, you
will see a button in the Configuration column on the row. The configuration window where you do

the actual configuration will automatically open, unless you have deactivated this function on the part.
In that case you should use the above mentioned button to open the window.
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If there is a default template on the part it means that options and variables now have been entered
under the Guide tab according to the template. It is possible to select a different template or load
settings from an earlier quote, customer order, or manufacturing order, before you go ahead and
select options and enter variable values in the sections. It is always possible to save the current
configuration as a template to reuse.

To the left you can expand a navigation tree. This is useful if the configuration is extensive. To the right
you can see the descriptions which have been added for the field which is active.

The result of the configuration is shown under the Result tab. There you can select which information
to display. You can also enter comments for each option and variable and select where to show them.
It is possible to adjust prices and discounts.

You can run the CDT and calculation when the configuration is valid by clicking the button Confirm, but
do not close the window . The result of CDT and the standard price is shown on the order row in the

main window behind the configuration window.

When you are done you confirm the configuration with the button Confirm . This closes the

configuration window and updates the price on the order row. A sub-row is automatically created
which displays information about the configuration.
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On documents there is as special document section where you can see the configuration according to
your settings.

If you have configured that the part should have serial numbers, this will be handled in the same way
as for parts without configuration.

Manufacturing order
You create manufacturing orders in the same way as for regular parts. The most common way to create
manufacturing order for configured parts, is to create it directly from customer order. The Net
requirement calculation and Requirement calculation procedures handle the creating of a correct
manufacturing order suggestion based on the configuration.

The manufacturing order you create functions as a normal manufacturing order. Information about the
order being configured is shown with the button in the Manufacturing order info. Information about

the configuration is shown when you click the button.
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The configuration is shown on order documents according to the settings you made on option lists and
variables and in the document settings. Configured instructions are also shown.

Purchase
Purchased parts can be configured on a customer order. When you create a purchase order for these
rows the information will be transferred to the purchase order and be shown on the documents.
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Changes
If you want to change the configuration on a registered manufacturing order, these changes are made
from where the configuration was made, which in most cases is on the customer order. When you save
the change, for example in the Register customer order procedure, the following takes place to make
the modification affect the manufacturing order:

The procedure Synchronize with BOM and routing is automatically opened and there you have to check
and confirm the changes on the manufacturing order. This is done by using the button Run the
synchronization check (Ctrl + R).

Version management
To handle changes in the configuration group which is already used in the order system, the system will
automatically create a new version of the configuration group, a so-called snapshot.

This new version is not created when you make a change in the configuration group. It is created the
first time you use the configuration group in the order system after the change was made.

If you open the configuration on an order after such a change, then you will see the button below

the Warnings button in the top right corner in the configuration window. You can now either keep the
order as it is with the old configuration group, or you can update the order with the new version of the
configuration group. This can then be done by using the button Synchronize with configuration group

to the top left of the window.
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After a synchronization you should check that the configuration on the order is correct.

After making major changes to a configuration group you might need to create new configuration
groups and link to the parts. On existing orders you will then see a different warning in the
configuration window.

Aftermarket
In the product register (the procedure called Serial number/Batch) you can enter additional information
on each delivered unit via a serial number. Serail numbers can be created in connection with
registering customer order. The product register supports follow-up and handling of e.g. warranty
commitment, claims, supply of spare parts, repairs, etc.

The product register is especially useful when using the product configuration and when variations in
the execution/design might vary from unit to unit.

Other functions

Configuration templates
A configuration template is a complete or partially filled configuration. A part can have a default
template, but you can also select a template when registering the order. You can create templates in all
procedure where you can open the configuration window.

In the procedure called Configuration templates you find a list of all existing templates. You can see to
which configuration group they belong, when they were created/modified and by whom. Here you can
also add/delete and copy templates. By clicking the button you can also see the configuration of the

template.

Configuration group list
The Structure list type provides you with an overview of your configuration groups and it is possible to
print. You can filter it and see in which configuration group a specific option list or variable is used. The
list type Option lists display the options in the option lists. You can filter by a part (an option) and see in
which option lists it is included.

It is not possible to update any data in these lists.
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Stock value
In the Stock value procedure there is a setting where you decide if you want to show configured parts.
Since their values vary, you would in most cases not included these in the regular stock value lists.
Instead there is a specific list type called Configured parts which only shows these parts.

Statistics
In the Invoicing log procedure there is a specific list type called Configuration. This list shows the
distribution between different options in the option lists.

Additional types of statistics will be developed further on.

You can also create Customized reports or order such from Monitor ERP System AB, if there are
any lists in particular which you think are missing in Monitor G5.

Remote configuration
It is possible to combine the Product configurator and Customer order transfer options in a Monitor G5
system. If this combination is used, the Product configurator option is installed in the production
company (which manufactures the product). The Customer order transfer option is installed both in the
production company and in the sales company (which is ordering the manufactured product).

When registering a customer order or a quote for the part in the sales company, the part's
configuration is loaded from the production company. This is a function we call "remote configuration".
It is the part's configuration group in the production company that determines how the part can be
configured. The production company is also where the part has its basic BOM and routing. This means,
the part has neither basic BOM and routing nor configuration group in the sales company.

A text row for the order row or quote row displays the result of the configuration. This applies both in
the production company and in the sales company. The contents of the text in the sales company is
determined by the setting called Exception from showing on documents in the option lists and the
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setting called Show on document in the configuration groups in the production company. Which
language that is shown is determined by the mailing address of the order or quote in the sales
company. This means it can be different languages on the text row in the production company and in
the sales company.

Please note! When making a change in the configuration in the production company on an order or a
quote which has already been transferred, the text on the text row will not be updated automatically in
the sales company. In order for the text to be updated, you need to open the configuration on the
order row or quote row in the sales company and save it.

Settings

1. To make it possible to remote configure the part in a customer order or quote, the setting called
Remote configured must be activated in the supplier link for the production company on the
part in the Part register procedure in the sales company.

2. In the Register customer order and Register quote procedures in the sales company you select a
transfer profile in the Transfer profile field on the customer order row/quote row. Then the

Remote configuration button becomes activated. You use this to load the part's

configuration from the production company and you configure the order row/quote row in a
remote configuration window (see below). When there is a configuration saved on the order

row/quote row, the button displays a different symbol .

You can configure the transfer profile to be default on order rows/quote rows. You configure
this using the the Default transfer profile field on the customer order type in the Order types
procedure. You can also configure this on a part, under Basic information under the Planning
tab in the Part register procedure.

Remote configuration window
The configuration window for remote configuration has almost the same design and functions as the
regular configuration window.
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You have the navigation tree section to the left. The top section displays the name of the current
section and displays the option lists and variables in that section in the configuration group. It is here
you make you choices when configuring the product. By using the buttons at the bottom of the section,
you can navigate navigate between the sections and option lists in the configuration group.

The bottom section, called Result, display a table showing the result of the configuration, with all
selected components and you also see to which option list they belong. Here you can change price each
and discount for the product, as well as value/quantity in variables. It can also be possible to change
number of selected components, but this is determined by a setting made in each option list.

The price each and the discount are loaded from the part in the sales company. The price each and the
amount are shown in the currency of the customer. Amounts and discounts are added together and are
displayed at the bottom of the window as gross price, discount, and net price (after discount). Under
the More info button you find the price each and the amounts in the currency of the sales company.
Here you also see the internal price each and discount for the part. This is loaded from the production
company. You also see the internal amount.

With the OK button you confirm the configuration on the order row/quote row and the window closes.
The Cancel button closes the window without saving anything.

When you save the order/quote, the configuration is saved on the order row/quote row that is
transferred to the production company. A reference to the configuration on the order row/quote row
is saved in the sales company.
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